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Lifetimes of excited states in \(^{99}\text{Y}\), \(^{101}\text{Y}\), \(^{101}\text{Nb}\), \(^{103}\text{Nb}\), and \(^{105}\text{Nb}\) were measured in an experiment using the recoil distance Doppler shift method at GANIL (Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds). The neutron-rich nuclei were produced in fission reactions between a \(^{238}\text{U}\) beam and a \(^{9}\text{Be}\) target. Prompt \(\gamma\) rays were measured with the EXOGAM array and correlated with fission fragments that were identified in mass and atomic number with the VAMOS++ spectrometer. The measured lifetimes, together with branching ratios, provide \(B(M1)\) and \(B(E2)\) values for the strongly coupled rotational bands built on the \([422]_{5/2}^+\) ground state in the \(\text{Y}\) and \(\text{Nb}\) nuclei with neutron number \(N \geq 60\). The comparison of the experimental results with triaxial particle-rotor calculations provides information about the evolution of the nuclear shape in this mass region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interesting physics is often to be found when sudden deviations from a general trend occur. The properties of atomic nuclei with partially filled proton and neutron shells tend to change smoothly as a function of proton number \(Z\) and neutron number \(N\). In nuclei with \(Z \approx 40\) and \(N \approx 60\), however, a sudden onset of deformation is observed. For the even-even nuclei of \(\text{Sr} (Z = 38)\) and \(\text{Zr} (Z = 40)\), the sudden drop in the excitation energy of the first \(2^+\) state and the corresponding steep increase of the \(B(E2; 0^+ \rightarrow 2^+)\) values [1] between \(N = 58\) and \(N = 60\) are clear indications of the dramatic onset of deformation in these nuclei. Further evidence comes from the nonlinear increase of charge radii observed for the chains of \(\text{Rb}\), \(\text{Sr}\), \(\text{Y}\), \(\text{Zr}\), and \(\text{Nb}\) isotopes [2]. The lower boundary for the region of rapid shape change is formed by the chain of \(\text{Kr}\) isotopes, for which the charge radii [3] and \(2^+_1\) energies and \(B(E2)\) values [4] evolve smoothly.

The onset of deformation for the \(\text{Zr}\) isotopes at \(N = 60\) was first explained by Sheline et al. as the inversion of spherical and strongly deformed intruder configurations with shape coexistence in the transitional region [5]. Evidence for shape coexistence in the \(\text{Sr}\) and \(\text{Zr}\) nuclei with \(N = 58\) and \(N = 60\) comes from the observation of low-lying \(0^+\) states and strong electric monopole (\(E0\)) transitions [6–9]. The measurement of spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the \(2^+_1\) and \(2^+_2\) states in \(^{96}\text{Sr}\) and \(^{98}\text{Sr}\) finally provided direct evidence for shape coexistence and the inversion of the ground-state shape from near spherical to strongly deformed at \(N = 60\) [10,11]. Large shell gaps at quadrupole deformation \(\beta \approx 0.4\) for proton numbers \(Z = 38\) and 40 and for neutron numbers \(N = 60\) and 62 reinforce the deformation [12]. Particle-hole excitations across the deformed shell gaps facilitate the occurrence of shape coexistence.

The sudden onset of deformation around \(Z = 40\) and \(N = 60\) has been explained by the depletion of protons from the orbitals of the \(N = 3\) oscillator shell and the filling of \(\pi g_{9/2}\) orbitals combined with the occupation of the \(\nu h_{11/2}\) neutron orbitals and depletion of neutrons in the \(v g_{9/2}\) orbitals [13]. Indeed, such occupation changes are supported by standard Nilsson diagrams [14], although the neutron diagram suggests that the strongly deformed bands around \(N = 60\) and 62 are formed with the \(g_{9/2}\) neutron shell essentially fully occupied. In general, however, holes in up-sloping Nilsson orbitals can be equally or even more important than particles in down-sloping orbitals to create strongly collective bands, as has been emphasized for high-spin bands [15,16]. For heavier elements with \(Z \geq 42\) the transition from spherical to deformed shape at \(N = 60\) becomes again more gradual. With additional protons above the deformed shell gap the ground-state deformation is expected to become smaller and triaxial shapes are expected to become increasingly important [17,18].
Nuclei with proton number \( Z \approx 40 \) and mass \( A \approx 100 \) are produced in fission reactions, which makes them experimentally accessible despite their large neutron excess. The structure of nuclei in this region has been extensively studied in the past using high-fold \( \gamma \)-ray coincidence measurements with spontaneous fission sources placed in large germanium detector arrays [12]. This method relies on identifying \( \gamma \)-ray transitions in a given fission fragment by their coincidence relationships with known transitions in the same nucleus. Assigning \( \gamma \)-ray transitions to a specific nucleus can be challenging because of coincidence relationships with transitions in different isotopes of the binary fission fragment, depending on the number of neutrons emitted in the fission process. Nevertheless, extensive level schemes were obtained in this way, often with several rotational bands extending up to spin \( I \sim 20 \) in the strongly deformed nuclei of this mass region. Prompt \( \gamma \)-ray spectroscopy of fission fragments has also been performed following fission reactions induced by cold neutrons from a reactor [19]. Spectroscopy of very neutron-rich fission fragments was advanced recently by isotopic identification of the fission fragments produced in fusion-fission and transfer-induced fission reactions at energies around the Coulomb barrier using a large acceptance spectrometer coupled with a large \( \gamma \)-ray detector array at GANIL (Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds) [20,21].

Quantitative experimental information on observables related to the nuclear deformation is important to understand the evolution of nuclear structure in this region of rapid structural changes. Experimental measurements of electromagnetic transition strengths provide such information and serve as benchmarks to test theoretical model calculations and their predictive power. Experimentally, there are two complementary methods to obtain electromagnetic matrix elements, namely Coulomb excitation and lifetime measurements. Coulomb excitation experiments have only recently become feasible in this mass region with the development of fission fragment beams at radioactive ion beam facilities [22,23]. For \( ^{96}\text{Sr} \) and \( ^{98}\text{Sr} \), Coulomb excitation experiments have yielded reduced transition probabilities and spectroscopic quadrupole moments for several low lying states, providing quantitative information about the shape transition and coexistence in these two nuclei [10,11]. Coulomb excitation experiments for \( ^{97}\text{Rb} \) and \( ^{99}\text{Rb} \) indicated that the sudden shape transition is also apparent in the chain of Rb isotopes and that their deformation is similar to the neighboring Sr and Zr isotopes with \( N \geq 60 \) [24].

Lifetime measurements for excited states in neutron rich fission fragments have been performed in the past by using mass-separated samples of fission fragments and \( \beta \)-delayed fast timing measurements using \( \beta-\gamma-\gamma \) coincidences [25,26]. This method is suitable for relatively long lifetimes, typically above \( \tau > 50 \) ps. Lifetime measurements were also performed using spontaneous fission sources. In one variant, the so-called Doppler-profile method [27], the fission source is embedded in a stopper material and the line shapes of the Doppler-broadened \( \gamma \)-ray transitions are compared to simulations of the stopping process, relating the lifetime of excited states with the stopping time of the fission fragments. This method is sensitive to short lifetimes of the order of \( \tau \sim 1 \) ps. In another variant, the fission source is mounted in a plunger device combined with an array of silicon detectors for the detection of fission fragments [28].

The rotational ground-state bands of \( ^{99}\text{Y} \) and \( ^{101}\text{Y} \) were first observed following the \( \beta \)-decay of mass-separated fragments from neutron-induced fission and were interpreted as strongly coupled bands based on the [422]5/2+ Nilsson orbital [29,30]. Studies of high-fold \( \gamma \)-ray coincidences have yielded extensive level schemes including three-quasiparticle excitations and negative-parity bands [31]. The ground-state bands in \( ^{99}\text{Y} \) and \( ^{101}\text{Y} \) show very little signature splitting compared to the Tc and Rh isotopes with neutron numbers \( N = 60 \) and \( N = 62 \), which has been interpreted as an indication of axially symmetric shape of the Y isotopes [31]. The comparison with particle-rotor calculations supports axial symmetry for \( ^{99}\text{Y} \) and \( ^{101}\text{Y} \) and suggests a large quadrupole deformation of \( \epsilon_2 \approx 0.4 \) [31]. The spectroscopic quadrupole moment and the magnetic moment of the ground state have been measured for the entire chain of Y isotopes using laser spectroscopy [32]. The results clearly show the sudden onset of deformation at \( N = 60 \) and yielded electric quadrupole moments for \( ^{99}\text{Y} \) and \( ^{101}\text{Y} \) that correspond to large prolate deformation, whereas the magnetic moments are consistent with a proton in the [422]5/2+ Nilsson orbital [32]. The lifetime of the first excited \( 7/2^+ \) state in \( ^{99}\text{Y} \) was measured to be \( \tau = 68(9) \) ps [33]. However, without knowledge of the \( E2/M1 \) mixing ratio \( \delta \), no reliable \( B(E2) \) and \( B(M1) \) values can be obtained from this lifetime alone. To learn more about the underlying nuclear shape and its evolution with angular momentum, proton, and neutron number, it is essential to measure electromagnetic transition probabilities within the rotational bands. From the lifetimes of the higher-lying states and their \( E2/M1 \) branching ratios it is possible to determine absolute \( B(E2) \) and \( B(M1) \) values, which can be compared to theoretical calculations.

The rotational ground-state bands in \( ^{101}\text{Nb} \) and \( ^{103}\text{Nb} \) were also first identified using \( \beta \)-delayed spectroscopy of mass-separated fragments following neutron-induced fission [34,35]. The rotational ground-state band of \( ^{105}\text{Nb} \) was first identified in the analysis of high-fold \( \gamma-\gamma \) coincidence data from a spontaneous fission source and assigned to \( ^{105}\text{Nb} \) due to its similarity to the band in \( ^{105}\text{Y} \), the systematics of fission yields, and cross-correlations with transitions in several Cs isotopes [36]. Also for the Nb isotopes under study the ground-state bands are interpreted based on the [422]5/2+ Nilsson orbital [31]. The level schemes were later extended and include negative-parity bands in \( ^{101}\text{Nb} \) [31] and candidates for one- and two-phonon \( \gamma \)-vibrational bands in \( ^{103}\text{Nb} \) [37] and \( ^{105}\text{Nb} \) [38]. The signature splitting in the ground-state bands is larger in the Nb isotopes than in Y, suggesting the presence of a modest triaxial deformation. Comparisons with particle-rotor calculations suggest slightly smaller quadrupole deformation compared to the Y isotopes and also indicate the presence of \( \gamma \) deformation in the Nb isotopes [31]. The spectroscopic quadrupole moment and the magnetic moment for the chain of odd-mass Nb isotopes were measured up to \( ^{105}\text{Nb} \) [39]. The results are consistent with a smaller deformation compared to Y and with the [422]5/2+ configuration for the ground state. Lifetimes were measured for several low-lying states in both the ground-state band and the [301]3/2− and [303]5/2− bands in \( ^{101}\text{Nb} \) using fast-timing techniques [40]. The results indicate
a similarly large deformation for all three bands, although the uncertainties are large. Lifetimes have been measured also for several states in the negative-parity bands of \(^{103}\text{Nb}\) using fast-timing techniques [41]. In the ground-state band of \(^{103}\text{Nb}\) only the lifetime of the first excited \(7/2^+\) state could be measured with this technique [41]. Without any \(E2/M1\) crossover transition, assumptions about the \(E2/M1\) mixing ratio of the \(7/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+\) transition are necessary to obtain information about the deformation from this lifetime. Lifetimes of the \(21/2^+\) and \(17/2^+\) states in the ground-state band of \(^{103}\text{Nb}\) were measured using the Doppler profile method [42], but measurements at intermediate spins are lacking. No lifetimes have been measured so far for \(^{105}\text{Nb}\).

Here we report on a lifetime measurement for excited states in the ground-state bands of \(^{99,101}\text{Y}\) and \(^{101,103,105}\text{Nb}\) using a novel technique combining the recoil-distance Doppler shift (RDDS) method [43,44] with fission reactions in inverse kinematics and the unique identification of the fission fragments in a magnetic spectrometer. The inverse reaction kinematics produces fission fragments at large recoil velocities that can be used to measure lifetimes down to a few picoseconds using the RDDS method. The objective of the presented experiment was to determine electromagnetic transition probabilities for a wide range of nuclei in this area of the nuclear chart where rapid shape transitions, shape coexistence, and triaxiality occur. The experimental setup and the methods used are described in detail in Sec. II. The lifetime analysis and the results are presented in Sec. III. The results are discussed and compared to triaxial particle-rotor calculations in Sec. IV, followed by a summary and conclusions in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODS

In an experiment performed at GANIL the magnetic spectrometer VAMOS++ [45] was coupled to the EXOGAM array of segmented Ge clover detectors [46]. A beam of \(^{238}\text{U}\) ions at an energy of 6.2 A MeV and intensity of 0.3 p nA was incident on a \(^{9}\text{Be}\) target of 2.5 mg cm\(^{-2}\) thickness. Fission fragments were mostly produced by fusion-fission reactions, producing the compound nucleus \(^{247}\text{Cm}\) at an excitation energy \(\approx 200\) MeV and intensity of 0.3 p nA. The energy loss of the ions was measured in the ionization chamber, which resulted in a lower average charge state and hence larger magnetic rigidity of the Mg ions.

Fission fragments that reached the focal plane were uniquely identified in mass, charge, and atomic number on an event-by-event basis. The time of flight through the spectrometer is measured between the two MWPPACs at the entrance and in the focal plane of VAMOS++. Signals from the focal-plane MWPPAC were used to trigger the data acquisition. The horizontal and vertical position and the direction of the ions were measured in the two drift chambers. With this information the trajectories of the ions through the spectrometer could be traced and their velocity and direction at the target position can be determined [45,49]. The energy loss of the ions was measured in the ionization chamber, which is segmented into three consecutive rows with five horizontal segments each. Each row of the ionization chamber has an active volume of \(1000 \times 150 \times 120\) mm\(^3\) and was filled with CF\(_4\) gas at 30 mbar pressure. The residual energy of the ions was measured in a wall of 40 silicon detectors of dimension \(50 \times 80\) mm\(^2\) and 500 \(\mu\)m thickness. To calibrate the focal plane detectors the spectrometer was rotated to \(45^\circ\) with respect to the beam axis and the \(^{9}\text{Be}\) target and the degrader foil were replaced by a 1.3 mg/cm\(^2\) thick \(^{93}\text{Nb}\) target. The elastically scattered \(^{93}\text{Nb}\) ions were easily identified and used for calibration of the focal-plane detectors.
The atomic number \(Z\) of the fission fragments was determined from their characteristic energy loss in the ionization chamber and their total energy measured in the ionization chamber and the silicon wall. Figure 1 shows a plot of the energy loss \(\Delta E\) versus the total energy \(E\). Fission fragments with atomic numbers ranging from \(Z = 32\) to \(Z = 54\) could be identified. The distribution of fission fragments that reached the focal plane had a maximum for Mo \((Z = 42)\). The mass number \(A\) and the charge state \(q\) of the ions are determined from the time of flight through the spectrometer and the magnetic rigidity obtained from the position of the ions in the focal plane. A plot of the mass versus the mass-to-charge ratio is presented in Fig. 2. Masses ranging from \(A \approx 80\) to \(A \approx 140\) could be identified in the experiment. In total it was possible to identify almost 400 different nuclides. Ions with five different charge states for a given nuclide typically reached the focal plane. The mass distributions for the Y and Nb isotopes of interest for the present study are shown in Fig. 3. The resolution in mass and atomic number achieved with the VAMOS++ spectrometer allows selecting \(\gamma\) rays originating from a given fission fragment.

B. EXOGAM and the RDDS method

The EXOGAM array of segmented Ge clover detectors \([46]\) was placed around the target position. For the experiment the array consisted of 10 Compton-suppressed clover detectors at a distance of 147 mm from the target. Each clover detector comprises four Ge crystals, and the outer electrical contacts of each crystal are longitudinally segmented into four sectors, improving the angular resolution of the detectors. Three of the clover detectors were located at backwards angles of 135° with respect to spectrometer axis and were hence sensitive to Doppler shifts. The remaining seven detectors were placed at 90° and were used to identify \(\gamma\)-ray transitions in the fission fragments and to determine their relative intensities.

The measured energy of a \(\gamma\) ray from a transition with transition energy \(E_0\) is

\[
E_\gamma = E_0 \frac{\sqrt{1 - \beta^2}}{1 - \beta \cos \theta},
\]

where \(\theta\) is the angle between the direction of the fission fragment moving with velocity \(\beta = v/c\) and the emitted \(\gamma\) ray. The \(\gamma\)-ray spectra were Doppler corrected event by event by using the velocity vector of the fission fragments as measured in VAMOS++ and the angle of the \(\gamma\) rays obtained from the segments of the EXOGAM detectors. Because the degrader foil reduced the velocity of the fission fragments, the procedure is only correct for \(\gamma\) rays emitted after the degrader. When \(\gamma\) rays are emitted before the degrader foil at higher velocities,
the Doppler corrected γ-ray energy is less than the transition energy \( E_0 \) when recorded in the detectors at backward angles. By comparing the relative intensities of the shifted (decay between target and degrader) and unshifted (decay behind the target) components of a transition at different target-degrader distances, the lifetime of excited states can be determined. In a γ-ray singles measurement the lifetimes of the feeding states have to be taken into account.

Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of a level scheme where \( L_i \) is the state of interest which is fed from the higher-lying states \( L_h \) and decays to the states \( L_j \) below. The situation shown in Fig. 4 is typical for strongly coupled bands as found in the Y and Nb isotopes under study. The so-called decay curve of a transition from the state \( L_i \) to a specific state \( L_j \) as a function of the target-degrader distance \( x \) is given by

\[
Q_{ij}(x) = \frac{J^u_{ij}(x)}{J^u_{ij}(x) + J^s_{ij}(x)},
\]

where \( J^u_{ij}(x) \) and \( J^s_{ij}(x) \) are the intensities of the shifted and unshifted components, respectively, of a transition at the distance \( x \). The corresponding decay curves \( Q_{hi}(x) \) are defined in the same way for the feeding transitions. The lifetime \( \tau_i \) of the state \( L_i \) is found as [43]

\[
\tau_i = -\left( \frac{dQ_{ij}(x)}{dx} \right)^{-1} \left[ Q_{ij}(x) - b_{ij} \sum_h a_{hi} Q_{hi}(x) \right],
\]

where \( v_0 \) is the velocity of the fission fragment before the degrader, \( b_{ij} \) is the branching ratio for the decay transition under consideration, and \( a_{hi} \) is the relative strength of the feeding transitions, determined from the total intensities \( J_{hi} \) and \( J_{ij} \) and corrected for the relative detection efficiency.

The intensities of the shifted and unshifted components, \( J^s(x) \) and \( J^u(x) \), were determined by fitting the lineshape of the transition with two Gaussians. The centroid and the width of the shifted and unshifted peaks were determined using data for the longest and shortest distance, respectively, where most of the intensity is concentrated in a single component. The centroid and width was kept constant for all other distances where the transition strength is shared between the two components. Decay curves \( Q_{ij}(x) \) were determined by the relative strength of the unshifted component as given in Eq. (3). The slope of the decay curve, \( dQ_{ij}(x)/dx \), was obtained by fitting polynomial splines of second order and taking the derivative.

States in a strongly coupled rotational band can decay by a \( \Delta I = 1 \) transition of mixed \( M1/E2 \) multipolarity or by a \( \Delta I = 2 \) transition. The decay curves for the two transitions depopulating the same state should be identical. Because the decay via mixed \( M1/E2 \) transitions is dominating the rotational bands studied in this work, the decay curves for the \( \Delta I = 1 \) transitions were used to extract the lifetimes, except in cases where another transition of similar energy made this impossible. To account for the feeding time, a weighted sum of the decay curves for the feeding transitions has to be subtracted as given in Eq. (4). The branching ratio \( b_{ij} \) for the decay of the state of interest is independent of how the state was populated. In most cases the branching ratios were taken from the high-fold γ-γ coincidence data of Luo et al. [31], where the energy resolution is better and the level of background lower compared to the present experiment. The uncertainties of the transition intensities are not explicitly given in Ref. [31]. As a conservative estimate, the relative intensity is assumed to have 5% uncertainty for the strongest transitions which carry more than 10% of the \( 7/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+ \) transition, and 10% for the weaker ones. Contrary to the branching ratio of the decay for the state of interest, the relative intensity of the feeding transitions \( a_{hi} \) is reaction dependent and consequently extracted from the present experiment using the detectors at 90°. In cases of weak feeding from \( E2 \) transitions from a state \( L_h \), the feeding correction was performed using the intensity of the \( E2 \) transition and the decay curve of the corresponding \( \Delta I = 1 \) transition depopulating the same state \( L_h \).

The determination of lifetimes requires the knowledge of the initial velocity \( v_0 \) of the fission fragments before passing through the degrader. The detection of the fission fragments in VAMOS++ allows the reconstruction of the degraded velocity \( v_d \) after the degrader foil. There are two possible ways to determine the initial velocity \( v_0 \) from the degraded velocity \( v_d \): The energy loss of the fission fragments in the degrader can be calculated using tabulated stopping powers of heavy ions in matter [50], or the velocity \( v_0 \) can be obtained from the experimental energy shift between the two components of a transition using Eq. (2). Because systematic uncertainties may be present in the method relying on tabulated stopping powers, we chose to use the energy difference between the two components to determine the velocity \( v_0 \). Due to the large momentum acceptance of VAMOS++, the velocity distribution of the fission fragments is rather broad (see Table I). A recent investigation demonstrated that the centroid

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{Table I. Centroids of the velocity distributions before and after the degrader, } v_0 \text{ and } v_d, \text{ respectively, and centroid of the inverse velocity distribution before the degrader, where } \beta_0 = v_0/c. \\
\hline
\text{(v}_0\text{)} & \text{(v}_d\text{)} & \text{(v}_d\text{)} & \text{(v}_d\text{)} & \text{(v}_d\text{)} \\
\text{(\text{cm/ps})} & \text{(\text{cm/ps})} & \text{(\text{cm/ps})} & \text{\text{cm/ps})} & \text{\text{cm/ps})} \\
90^{\text{Y}} & 101^{\text{Y}} & 103^{\text{Nb}} & 103^{\text{Nb}} & 105^{\text{Nb}} \\
30.0 & 29.4 & 30.5 & 30.2 & 29.8 \\
37.0(34) & 36.5(35) & 38.6(32) & 38.2(32) & 36.6(30) \\
8.09(65) & 8.22(66) & 7.76(57) & 7.84(68) & 8.19(60) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
of the inverse velocity distribution \(1/v_0\) should be used rather than the inverse of the centroid of the velocity distribution \(1/(v_0)\) when applying Eq. (4) in cases with broad velocity distributions [51]. The average velocities vary with mass and atomic number of the fission fragments and need to be determined separately for each nuclide. The centroids of the velocity distributions for the Y and Nb isotopes under study are presented in Table I. With velocities of \(v_0 \approx 37 \mu \text{m/ps}\) and distances between 37 and 1554 \(\mu \text{m}\), the flight times between the target and the degrader range from 1 to 42 ps, indicating approximately the range of lifetimes for which the experiment was sensitive.

### III. RESULTS

For all odd-mass isotopes of Y and Nb under study, the observed \(\gamma\)-ray spectra are dominated by the transitions within the ground-state band. The \(\Delta I = 1\) transitions are generally stronger than the \(E2\) crossover transitions and were used to determine the lifetimes as described in the previous section. Specific details of the procedure and the resulting lifetimes for each of the nuclides are presented in the following.

#### A. \(^{99}\text{Y}\)

The total \(\gamma\)-ray spectrum for \(^{99}\text{Y}\), observed with the 90° detectors and summed for all distances, is shown in Fig. 5. At 90° the peaks are Doppler broadened due to the finite angular resolution of the Ge detectors, but the deceleration in the degrader foil does not induce any significant Doppler shifts. The 90° spectrum is therefore well suited to identify the transitions (and potential contaminants) and determine the relative intensities, which are needed to account for the feeding times as discussed in Sec. II B. It is also possible to determine branching ratios for the decay of a given state from this spectrum. However, such branching ratios can be determined with higher precision from \(\gamma-\gamma\) coincidence measurements. The branching ratios for the lifetime analysis in \(^{99}\text{Y}\) were therefore taken from a coincidence measurement using a \(^{252}\text{Cf}\) source [31]. The spectrum for \(^{99}\text{Y}\) is entirely dominated by the strongly coupled rotational band built on the \([422]_5^+\) ground state. The band was observed up to spin 197/2 and was used to determine the so-called decay curves \(Q_{ij}(x)\), as described in Sec. II B. The decay curves for the four \(\Delta I = 1\) transitions in \(^{99}\text{Y}\) are shown in Fig. 8. It is apparent from the decay curves that the lifetimes get shorter with increasing spin. Piecewise continuous and differentiable polynomials of second order were fitted to obtain the slope of the decay curves at the various distances. The lifetimes were determined for each distance using the differential decay curve method, where in each case a fraction of the decay curve \(Q_{hi}(x)\) of the feeding transitions was subtracted according to the feeding intensities. Only data points with a large slope of the decay curve yield lifetimes with good precision. Due to the relatively large spread in target-degrader distances, typically only two or three data points are within the sensitive region characterized by a large slope of the decay curve (cf. Fig. 8). The final lifetimes were...
FIG. 7. Spectra showing the $9/2^+ \rightarrow 7/2^+$, $11/2^+ \rightarrow 9/2^+$, $13/2^+ \rightarrow 11/2^+$, and $15/2^+ \rightarrow 13/2^+$ transitions in the ground-state band of $^{99}$Y observed with the detectors at 135° with respect to the spectrometer axis for seven target-degrader distances. The spectra are Doppler corrected using the velocity measured in VAMOS++ after the degrader. The dashed lines indicate the positions of the shifted and unshifted components, respectively.

obtained by taking the weighted mean for the most sensitive data points with large slopes.

Extracting the lifetimes of the $9/2^+$, $11/2^+$, and $13/2^+$ states was straightforward, as the decay curves and relative intensities of both the decay and feeding transitions could be measured. The resulting lifetimes are indicated in Fig. 6. A shifted component of the 125 keV transition from the $7/2^+$ state was observed only for the longest distance. Since furthermore the energy separation between the two components is small due to the low transition energy, it was not possible to determine the lifetime for the $7/2^+$ state. Its lifetime has been measured earlier to be 68(9) ps using fast timing techniques [33]. The $15/2^+$ state is fed from the $17/2^+$ state by a 284 keV transition which has the same energy as the $9/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+$ crossover transition. Since the branching ratio of the 159 and 284 keV transitions from the $9/2^+$ state is known [31] and their decay curves should be identical, it is possible to subtract the contribution of the $9/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+$ transition from the total decay curve of the two 284 keV transitions, resulting in the decay curve of the $17/2^+ \rightarrow 15/2^+$ transition, which can be used to account for the feeding time of the $15/2^+$ state. The resulting lifetime of 3.3(9) ps for the $15/2^+$ state is included in Fig. 6.

B. $^{101}$Y

The $\gamma$-ray spectrum observed for $^{101}$Y is very similar to the one for $^{99}$Y, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Because the fission yield for $^{101}$Y is low, some strong transitions originating from the isobar $^{101}$Zr are visible in the total spectrum observed at 90°. The $\Delta I = 1$ transitions of the [422]5/2 + ground-state band are observed up to spin 17/2 +. A partial level scheme showing the experimental energies and transitions for the ground-state band in $^{101}$Y is included Fig. 9. The decay curves for the $\Delta I = 1$ transitions from the $9/2^+$ and $11/2^+$ states could be extracted from the spectra observed under backward angles at 135°. The spectra for the $9/2^+ \rightarrow 7/2^+$ transition in $^{101}$Y for the seven target-degrader distances are included in Fig. 10 to illustrate the quality of the data. For the $7/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+$ transition a shifted component was observed only for the longest distance, indicating that the lifetime is long and outside the sensitivity range of the experiment.

The lifetime for the $9/2^+$ state was determined in the same way as for the states in $^{99}$Y, using the branching ratio from the literature [31] and subtracting the decay curve for the feeding from the $11/2^+$ state, yielding a lifetime of $\tau = 19.1(27)$ ps.
The structure of the odd-mass Nb isotopes under study is very similar to that of $^{99}$Y and $^{101}$Y, with a strongly coupled rotational band based on the [422]5/2$^+$ ground state dominating the $\gamma$-ray spectra. The total $\gamma$-ray spectra for $^{101}$Nb, $^{103}$Nb, $^{105}$Nb, and $^{107}$Nb obtained with the 90° detectors are shown in Fig. 11. The $\Delta I = 1$ transitions within the ground-state bands carry most of the strength at low spin, while the strength of the $E2$ crossover transitions increases with spin. For $^{101}$Nb the ground-state band was observed up to the 19/2$^+$ state. A partial level scheme showing the lowest states and transitions of the ground-state band in $^{103}$Nb is included in Fig. 12. In addition to the transitions of the ground-state band the spectrum contains transitions from negative-parity bands based on the [303]5/2$^−$ and [301]3/2$^−$ Nilsson orbitals [31,35]. The relative strength of the transitions from the ground-state bands carry most of the strength at low spin, while the strength of the $E2$ crossover transitions increases with spin. For $^{101}$Nb the ground-state band was observed up to the 19/2$^+$ state. A partial level scheme showing the lowest states and transitions of the ground-state band in $^{103}$Nb is included in Fig. 12. In addition to the transitions of the ground-state band the spectrum contains transitions from negative-parity bands based on the [303]5/2$^−$ and [301]3/2$^−$ Nilsson orbitals [31,35]. The relative strength of the transitions from the

The decay curve for the $13/2^+ \rightarrow 11/2^+$ transition could not be obtained due to lack of statistics. It was consequently not possible to correct the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state for the feeding from the $13/2^+$ state. Given the similarity to $^{99}$Y, the lifetime of the $13/2^+$ state is expected to be relatively short with only little influence on determining the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state. Nevertheless, the result of $\tau = 8.0(10)$ ps should be considered an upper limit, because any feeding correction would result in a shorter lifetime.

C. $^{101}$Nb

The decay curve for the $13/2^+ \rightarrow 11/2^+$ transition could not be obtained due to lack of statistics. It was consequently not possible to correct the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state for the feeding from the $13/2^+$ state. Given the similarity to $^{99}$Y, the lifetime of the $13/2^+$ state is expected to be relatively short with only little influence on determining the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state. Nevertheless, the result of $\tau = 8.0(10)$ ps should be considered an upper limit, because any feeding correction would result in a shorter lifetime.

The decay curve for the $13/2^+ \rightarrow 11/2^+$ transition could not be obtained due to lack of statistics. It was consequently not possible to correct the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state for the feeding from the $13/2^+$ state. Given the similarity to $^{99}$Y, the lifetime of the $13/2^+$ state is expected to be relatively short with only little influence on determining the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state. Nevertheless, the result of $\tau = 8.0(10)$ ps should be considered an upper limit, because any feeding correction would result in a shorter lifetime.

The decay curve for the $13/2^+ \rightarrow 11/2^+$ transition could not be obtained due to lack of statistics. It was consequently not possible to correct the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state for the feeding from the $13/2^+$ state. Given the similarity to $^{99}$Y, the lifetime of the $13/2^+$ state is expected to be relatively short with only little influence on determining the lifetime of the $11/2^+$ state. Nevertheless, the result of $\tau = 8.0(10)$ ps should be considered an upper limit, because any feeding correction would result in a shorter lifetime.
negative-parity band heads to the ground state is difficult to determine because the states have relatively long lifetimes [40] and decay outside the focus of the EXOGAM detectors. The rotational bands built on the 3/2− and 5/2− states are similar to the ground-state band. Transitions of almost identical energy in the negative-parity bands and the ground-state band [31] make it very difficult to obtain decay curves and relative strengths for some of the transitions. Transitions that are suspected to be doublets are marked with asterisks in Fig. 11. The first excited 7/2+ state in the ground-state band of 103Nb is known to have a lifetime of 121(6) ps [40], which is outside the sensitivity range of the present experiment. The previous fast-timing measurement found the lifetime of the 9/2+ state to be 50(7) ps [40]. From the present data it was possible to obtain a decay curve for the 9/2+ → 7/2+ transition. Spectra from the backward detectors showing this transition are included in Fig. 10. The resulting lifetime was corrected for the ΔI = 1 feeding from the 11/2− state. A correction for the ΔI = 2 feeding from the 13/2− state was not possible because the 11/2− → 7/2− transition in the [301]3/2− band has the same energy [31]. As the lifetime of the 13/2− state is expected to be significantly shorter compared to the 9/2+ state, the influence from the ΔI = 2 feeding is expected to be negligible. The lifetime of the 9/2+ state is found to be 40.7(30) ps. The excellent agreement with the previously measured value suggests that systematic uncertainties are insignificant in the present measurement.

The present data also yield a decay curve for the 11/2− → 9/2+ transition. However, the feeding 13/2− → 11/2+ transition at 197 keV is a doublet with the 9/2− → 7/2− transition at 198 keV in the [303]5/2− band [31]. Since the 9/2− → 5/2− transition also is a doublet with the 15/2− → 13/2+ transition, it is not possible to disentangle the feeding contribution from the 13/2− → 11/2+ transition. It was therefore not possible to correct the lifetime of the 11/2− state for feeding, and only an upper limit of τ ≤ 8.6(7) ps could be extracted.

D. 103Nb

Also in 103Nb the ground-state band is built on the [422]5/2+ Nilsson orbital. Previous experiments identified negative-parity bands built on the [303]5/2− and [301]3/2− Nilsson states [34] and candidates for one-phonon and two-phonon γ-vibrational bands [37]. The total γ-ray spectrum for 103Nb observed at 90° is shown in Fig. 11. The ground-state band is observed up to spin 17/2+. The spectrum also shows the 3/2− → 5/2+γγ transition from the [301]3/2− band head and several transitions originating from the [303]5/2− band, which is more strongly populated. The 5/2− and 3/2− band heads have long lifetimes of 7.36(14) and 1.80(6) ns [41], respectively. As a consequence the transitions occur far from the collimated EXOGAM detectors and their observed intensities are low. In the present experiment lifetimes could only be obtained for levels in the ground-state band.

The ΔI = 1 transitions are dominant in the ground-state band, although the relative strength of the ΔI = 2 transition increases at higher spin. A partial level scheme showing the lowest states and transitions of the ground-state band is included in Fig. 13. The 7/2+ state has a known lifetime of 105(9) ps [41], which is outside of the sensitive range of the present experiment. Spectra for the 9/2+ → 7/2+ transition are included in Fig. 10, showing the shifted and unshifted components of the transition at different distances. The two consecutive 13/2+ → 11/2+ and 11/2+ → 9/2+ transitions have nearly identical energy of 218 and 217 keV, respectively, making it difficult to correct the lifetime of the 9/2+ state for their feeding contribution. However, it was possible to obtain the decay curve for the 436 keV 13/2+ → 9/2+ transition. The decay curve from this transition can be used, first, to determine the lifetime of the 13/2+ state, but also, with known branching ratios, to correct for the contribution of the 13/2− → 11/2+ transition in the total 217/218 keV peak. With branching ratios given in the literature [52], the estimated strength of the 13/2+ → 11/2− transition from the observed strength of the 435 keV peak is much too large compared to the total strength of the 217/218 keV peak. Instead of using a branching ratio that might be unreliable because of the doublet, the relative strength of the 217 and 218 keV cascade was estimated by assuming that the total population of the states within the band as a function of excitation energy is identical to that of the ground-state bands in neighboring Y isotopes, which all show a linear decrease above the 9/2+ state. Using this assumption, the populations of the 11/2+ and 13/2− states were interpolated between the 9/2+ and 15/2− states and found to be 80(5)% and 60(5)% relative to the 9/2+ state, respectively, which is in very good agreement with the observed total intensity of the 217/218 keV peak. The resulting (ΔI = 2)/(ΔI = 1) branching ratio for the 13/2− state of 52(8)% is larger than the literature value of 18% [52], but in much better agreement with the systematic trend observed in neighboring isotopes.

Knowing the relative intensities of the transitions in the ground-state band of 103Nb, it is now possible to disentangle their decay curves Q(γ). The decay curve for the 13/2− → 11/2+ transition can be assumed to be identical to the known decay curve of the 13/2− → 9/2+ transition. The decay curve of the 11/2+ → 9/2+ transition can then be obtained by subtracting the decay curve of the 13/2− → 9/2+ transition from the 11/2− → 9/2+ transition.
from the total measured decay curve for the unresolved 217/218 keV peak, weighted by the relative intensity of the 13/2+/11/2+ transition. The lifetime of the 9/2+ state is found to be 23.1(18) ps by evaluating the decay curve of the 9/2+ → 7/2+ transition and subtracting the feeding from both the 11/2+ and 13/2+ states. With the decay curve for the 11/2+ → 9/2+ transition obtained as described above and subtracting the feeding from the 13/2+ state, the lifetime of the 11/2+ state is found to be 7.4(6) ps. Finally, the lifetime of the 13/2+ state is obtained from the decay curve of the 13/2+ → 9/2+ transition to be 5.4(9) ps. However, because the decay curve of the 15/2+ → 13/2+ feeding transition could not be determined, the lifetime of the 13/2+ state should be considered an upper limit.

For further analysis of the lifetime results it is desirable to find the branching ratio for the decay of the 9/2+ state, which is not given in the literature. Its determination is not straightforward because the 285 keV 9/2+ → 5/2+ transition is a doublet with the 7/2+ → 3/2+ transition in the [301]3/2− band [53]. Since the branching ratio for the 7/2+ state is known [52], the contribution of the 7/2+ → 3/2+ transition to the 286 keV peak can be subtracted by measuring the intensity of the 166 keV 7/2+ → 5/2+ transition. The latter can be assumed to be pure because the 164 keV 5/2+ → 5/2+ transition occurs outside the focus of EXOGAM due to the long lifetime of the 5/2− state of 7.36(14) ns [41]. In this way a (ΔI = 2)/ (ΔI = 1) branching ratio of 6(4)% is obtained for the 9/2+ state.

E. 105Nb

The assignment of a rotational band observed following spontaneous fission of 240Cm as the [422]5/2+ ground-state band in 105Nb was based on its similarity with the ground-state band in 103Nb and correlations with transitions in various isotopes of the complementary Cs fission fragments [36]. The band was later extended up to spin 25/2+ following spontaneous fission of 253Cf [31]. Also candidates for multiphonon γ-vibrational bands were identified [38], whereas negative-parity bands have not yet been observed. No lifetimes of excited states in 105Nb were previously measured. In the present experiment ΔI = 1 transitions in the ground-state band were observed up to spin 15/2+, confirming its assignment to 105Nb. The spectrum observed at 90°, summed over all distances, is shown in Fig. 11. Some of the strongest transitions originating from the isobar 105Mo are visible in the spectrum as contaminants due to finite resolution in atomic number Z. Some transitions that are visible in the spectrum remain unidentified. It may be speculated that some of them originate from negative-parity states, but without γ-γ coincidences it is difficult to extend the level scheme. A partial level scheme for the ground-state band of 105Nb is included in Fig. 14. The spectra showing the 9/2+ → 7/2+ transition at different target-degrader distances are included in Fig. 10. From these spectra it is straightforward to obtain the decay curve for the 9/2+ → 7/2+ transition. Also in 105Nb the ΔI = 1 transitions from the 11/2+ and 13/2+ states have similar energies of 220.6 keV and 223.4 keV, respectively. The energy difference between these two transitions of 2.8 keV is sufficiently large to separate the two full energy peaks. However, the shifted component of the 223.4 keV transition overlaps with the unshifted component of the 220.6 keV transition. From the γ-ray spectra it is possible to obtain the intensity of the shifted component of the 220.6 keV 11/2+ → 9/2+ transition, J11/2→13/2(x), the unshifted component of the 223.4 keV 13/2+ → 11/2+ transition, J13/2→11/2(x), and the sum of the overlapping components, J11/2+ + J13/2+. Because the relative strength of the two transitions, (J13/2→11/2(x)/J11/2→13/2(x)), is the same for all distances, it is possible to disentangle the two overlapping components and determine the intensities for all four components. For the longest distance both states decay before reaching the degrader and the full strength appears in the shifted component for both transitions, without any sign of an unshifted peak. The spectrum obtained for the longest distance can therefore be used to determine the relative strength of the two transitions. The strength of the 223.4 keV transitions relative to the 220.6 keV transition is found to be 51%, which is in very good agreement with the previously reported value of 49% [31]. Using the same relative strength of the two transitions for all distances it was possible to obtain decay curves also for the 13/2+ → 11/2+ and 11/2+ → 9/2+ transitions. The resulting lifetimes are 34.9(66) ps for the 9/2+ state, 8.5(22) ps for 11/2+ state, and 5.0(20) ps for the 13/2+ state. Because it was impossible to obtain a decay curve for the 15/2+ → 13/2+ transition, the feeding time into the 13/2+ state was not accounted for and the resulting lifetime of the 13/2+ state should be considered an upper limit.

F. 107Nb

To our knowledge, no information on excited states in 107Nb has been published prior to this work. The half-life of the ground state was measured to be 280(20) ms [54,55], but the spin-parity of the ground-state is unknown. The total spectrum from the 90° detectors obtained in coincidence with fission fragments identified as 107Nb is shown in Fig. 11. Because the fission yield for 107Nb is very low, care has to be taken to exclude that the transitions originate from misidentified fission fragments that were produced with higher yield. In the
case of $^{101}$Y and $^{105}$Nb the spectra were contaminated by the $Z +1$ isobars $^{101}$Zr and $^{105}$Mo, respectively. The strongest transitions in the spectrum gated on $^{107}$Nb, however, cannot be explained by transitions in $^{107}$Mo. The spectrum shown in Fig. 11 does not resemble the spectrum that is obtained when gating on fission fragments identified as $^{107}$Mo, which is dominated by $E2$ transitions. Only the peak observed at 152 keV could potentially be due to the relatively strong $7/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+$ transition in $^{107}$Mo.

Also the possibility of a misidentification of the mass in VAMOS++ has to be considered. Transitions in the odd-odd nuclei $^{104}$Nb [56] and $^{106}$Nb [57] have been identified following spontaneous fission by gating on the complementary La fission partners. The spectrum of the Nb isotopes with even mass is quite different from those with odd mass, and none of the known transitions in $^{104}$Nb and $^{106}$Nb could explain the peaks observed in coincidence with $^{107}$Nb. The spectrum for $^{107}$Nb resembles that of $^{105}$Nb, but the energies of the three strongest transitions are approximately 4 keV different from the first three $\Delta I = 1$ transitions in $^{105}$Nb. As a consequence, the spectrum for $^{107}$Nb cannot be explained by contaminations from $^{105}$Nb. The transitions at 158.3(5) and 217.6(5) keV in the spectrum for $^{107}$Nb are very similar in energy to the $9/2^+ \rightarrow 7/2^+$ and $11/2^+ \rightarrow 9/2^+$ transitions in $^{105}$Nb, which have energies of 158.9 and 218.3 keV, respectively. The transition at 125.0(5) keV, on the other hand, is clearly different from the $7/2^+ \rightarrow 5/2^+$ transition at 126.4 keV in $^{105}$Nb. The most probable charge states for the Nb fission fragments are $q = 29^+$, $30^+$, and $31^+$. Fragments of mass $A = 107$ and charge state $q$ have, consequently, a mass-over-charge ratio similar to that of fragments with mass $A = 103$ and charge state ($q = 1$).

The scenario in which the transitions observed in coincidence with $^{105}$Nb are explained by transitions originating from $^{103}$Nb therefore cannot be ruled out completely. Nevertheless, with a difference of four mass units and a significant difference in $\gamma$-ray energy for at least one of the three strongest transitions, it is most likely that the observed transitions originate indeed from $^{107}$Nb and correspond to the first three $\Delta I = 1$ transitions of the ground-state band. This suggests that the structure of $^{107}$Nb is very similar compared to the lighter odd-mass isotopes of Sr, Zr, and Mo are well deformed, and the particle-rotor model is an obvious choice to describe the properties of the odd-mass nuclei with an unpaired proton. The energies of the states in the rotational bands were indeed found to be well reproduced by a rigid triaxial particle-rotor model [31]. The lifetimes measured in the present work allow extracting electromagnetic transition probabilities, which provide a more rigorous benchmark for theoretical models and quantitative information on the underlying nuclear shapes.

A. Simple rigid rotor model

In its simplest form, the particle-rotor model assumes a rigid, axially deformed core described by a constant intrinsic quadrupole moment $Q_0$. The reduced transition probabilities for $E2$ and $M1$ transition within a rotational band are then found as [58]

$$ B(E2; I_i \rightarrow I_f) = \frac{5}{16\pi} e^2 Q_0^2 |\langle I_f | K_0 | I_i \rangle|^2, \quad (5) $$

$$ B(M1; I_i \rightarrow I_f) = \frac{3}{4\pi} \mu^2 |K_0 |\langle I_f | K_0 | I_i \rangle|^2, \quad (6) $$

where $g_K$ and $g_R$ are the gyromagnetic factors of the particle and core, respectively, and the expression for $M1$ transitions is valid for spin projections $K \neq 1/2$. Within this simple model the ratio of $g$ factors and quadrupole moment, $(g_K - g_R)/Q_0$, is easily obtained from the branching ratio $b$ between the $\Delta I = 1$ and $\Delta I = 2$ transitions,

$$ b = \frac{T(E2)_{\Delta I=2}}{T(M1)_{\Delta I=1} + T(E2)_{\Delta I=1}} = \frac{I_f,\Delta I=2}{I_f,\Delta I=1}, \quad (7) $$

where $T(\sigma\lambda)$ are transition probabilities and $I_f$ the intensities of the $\gamma$-ray transitions. Combining the well-known branching ratios with the newly measured lifetimes, it is now possible to extract $(g_K - g_R)$ and $Q_0$ independently. Using the model assumptions of Eqs. (5) and (6) and the results for $(g_K - g_R)$ and $Q_0$ it is then furthermore possible to extract the $E2/M1$ ratio.
mixing ratio of the $\Delta I = 1$ transitions,
\[
\delta^2(E2/M1) = \frac{T(E2; \Delta I = 1)}{T(M1; \Delta I = 1)}.
\]

The mixing ratios, $g$ factors, and quadrupole moments extracted using this simple model are presented in Table II. The quoted uncertainties are propagated from the experimental uncertainties of the lifetimes and branching ratios. It should be noted, however, that the results are strongly model dependent.

The mixing ratios are found to be very small, indicating that the $\Delta I = 1$ transitions are dominated by their $M1$ component with only a very small $E2$ contribution. The quadrupole moments are large and to good approximation constant, which suggests that it is not unreasonable to apply this simple particle-rotor model to the ground-state bands. It is observed that the quadrupole moments for the Y isotopes are larger than those for the Nb isotopes. This observation is consistent with the measured spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the ground states of $^{99,101}$Y [32] and $^{101,103}$Nb [39], which show the same trend. Using the relation between intrinsic and spectroscopic quadrupole moments of the rotational model, one obtains $Q_0 = 4.3(5)$ $eb$ from the measured spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the ground states in $^{99}$Y and $^{101}$Y, and $Q_0 = 3.0(2)$ $eb$ for $^{101}$Nb and $^{103}$Nb. These values are similar to the results obtained for the excited states with the simple particle-rotor model. The $(g_K - g_R)$ values are also more or less constant within the bands and similar for all nuclides under study. For a proton in a $g_{9/2}$ orbital one expects $g_K \approx 1.5$, and approximating $g_R \approx Z/A \approx 0.4$, the values of $(g_K - g_R) \approx 1.1$ are consistent with the presumed $[422]5/2^+$ configuration. These $g$ factors are furthermore consistent with the measured magnetic moments for the ground states in $^{99,101}$Y [32] and $^{101,103}$Nb [39]. The measured value of $\mu \approx 3.2 \mu_N$ for all four nuclides corresponds to $(g_K - g_R) \approx 1.2$.

### B. Reduced transition probabilities

The in-band decay is described by the reduced transition probabilities $B(M1; \Delta I = 1)$, $B(E2; \Delta I = 1)$, and $B(E2; \Delta I = 2)$. To determine all three transition probabilities for a given state model independently, the $E2/M1$ mixing ratio of the $\Delta I = 1$ transition is needed as a third observable in addition to the branching ratio and lifetime. This quantity can in principle be measured, e.g., from angular distributions, but in practice it is very difficult to obtain precise values. With limited statistics and limited angular coverage of the clover detectors it was not possible to measure reliable mixing ratios in the present experiment, and these quantities remain unknown for the transitions in question.

The three transition probabilities can nevertheless be extracted if one assumes that each state is characterized by a quadrupole moment $Q_0$ which determines the strengths of the two $E2$ transitions with $\Delta I = 1$ and $\Delta I = 2$. In that case the $B(E2; \Delta I = 1)$ and $B(E2; \Delta I = 2)$ values are related by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as
\[
\frac{B(E2; I \rightarrow I - 1)}{B(E2; I \rightarrow I - 2)} = \frac{(I/2) | (I - 1)K | K \rangle^2}{(I/2) | (I - 2)K | K \rangle^2}. \tag{10}
\]

It should be noted that this assumption is far less restrictive than that of a constant intrinsic quadrupole moment for the entire rotational band and introduces only a weak model dependence of the $B(M1)$ and $B(E2)$ values. The three transition probabilities that reproduce for each state the experimental lifetime and branching ratio and their uncertainties, with the additional constraint that Eq. (10) is fulfilled, are presented in Table III and Fig. 16.

### C. Triaxial particle-rotor calculations

To interpret the measured transition probabilities and draw conclusions about the underlying nuclear shapes, the results are compared to triaxial particle-rotor calculations [59]. Single-particle energies and eigenfunctions were calculated in a triaxially deformed modified harmonic oscillator potential for fixed quadrupole deformations ($e_2, \gamma$) using standard Nilsson parameters [60]. Particle-rotor states were then constructed by diagonalizing the particle-rotor Hamiltonian in the strong coupling basis with up to 15 Nilsson orbitals [61]. The residual pairing interaction was treated within the BCS approximation with standard values for the pairing strength [62]. The moment of inertia parameters for the three axes of the triaxial core were assumed to be related by a hydrodynamical expression and were determined from the energy of the first $2^+$ state of the even-even core nucleus. As the Coriolis coupling between Nilsson states is often found to be too large [63], an attenuation factor $\xi$ is introduced to reduce the off-diagonal matrix elements. In the final step electromagnetic matrix elements were calculated from the particle-rotor eigenstates. For magnetic transitions the intrinsic $g$ factor can be reduced from the free value by introducing a scaling factor $n_{fr}$, whereas the $g$ factor of the core was approximated as $g_R = Z/A$. 

---

**TABLE II. $E2/M1$ mixing ratios, $g$ factors, and intrinsic quadrupole moments extracted from the experimental lifetimes and branching ratios using the model assumptions of Eqs. (5) and (6).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$I$</th>
<th>$\delta^2(E2/M1)$</th>
<th>$g_K - g_R$</th>
<th>$Q_0$ (eb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9/2^+$</td>
<td>0.030(2)</td>
<td>0.97(\pm)0.04</td>
<td>5.00(\pm)0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11/2^+$</td>
<td>0.026(2)</td>
<td>1.25(\pm)0.07</td>
<td>5.90(\pm)0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.016(1)</td>
<td>1.27(\pm)0.06</td>
<td>4.96(\pm)0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$15/2^+$</td>
<td>0.018(2)</td>
<td>0.92(\pm)0.16</td>
<td>3.65(\pm)0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9/2^+$</td>
<td>0.038(3)</td>
<td>1.08(\pm)0.09</td>
<td>6.07(\pm)0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11/2^+$</td>
<td>0.028(2)</td>
<td>1.05(\pm)0.07</td>
<td>5.06(\pm)0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.014(2)</td>
<td>0.93(3)</td>
<td>3.79(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.037(4)</td>
<td>0.68(3)</td>
<td>2.75(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9/2^+$</td>
<td>0.010(7)</td>
<td>1.11(5)</td>
<td>3.26(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11/2^+$</td>
<td>0.008(4)</td>
<td>1.12(\pm)0.06</td>
<td>2.66(\pm)0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.014(3)</td>
<td>1.07(\pm)0.11</td>
<td>3.93(\pm)0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9/2^+$</td>
<td>0.029(3)</td>
<td>0.83(\pm)0.09</td>
<td>4.11(\pm)0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.034(3)</td>
<td>0.90(\pm)0.15</td>
<td>4.38(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13/2^+$</td>
<td>0.021(2)</td>
<td>0.98(1)</td>
<td>4.40(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE III. Experimental and theoretical lifetimes (τ), branching ratios (b), transition energies (Eγ), and reduced transition probabilities for various states in 99Y, 101Y, 101Nb, 103Nb, and 105Nb. The experimental reduced transition probabilities were obtained by assuming that the E2 strengths are related by angular momentum coupling coefficients as shown in Eq. (10). The theoretical values were obtained with the triaxial particle-rotor model based on a modified harmonic oscillator potential. (See text for details.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>τ (ps)</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>Eγ ΔI=1 (keV)</th>
<th>Eγ ΔI=2 (keV)</th>
<th>B(E2) ΔI=2 (e²b²)</th>
<th>B(E2) ΔI=1 (e²b²)</th>
<th>B(M1) (μ²J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 26.9(19)</td>
<td>0.18(2)</td>
<td>158.6</td>
<td>283.7</td>
<td>0.25(2)</td>
<td>0.75(7)</td>
<td>0.44(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 24.3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>272.9</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 6.2(6)</td>
<td>0.35(2)</td>
<td>198.5</td>
<td>357.2</td>
<td>0.59(8)</td>
<td>0.81(10)</td>
<td>0.85(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 8.8</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>194.8</td>
<td>348.8</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99Y</td>
<td>expt 3.6(3)</td>
<td>0.45(3)</td>
<td>223.9</td>
<td>422.3</td>
<td>0.53(8)</td>
<td>0.44(10)</td>
<td>0.95(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 4.1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>226.1</td>
<td>420.9</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 3.3(9)</td>
<td>0.64(7)</td>
<td>269.6</td>
<td>493.5</td>
<td>0.33(12)</td>
<td>0.19(10)</td>
<td>0.53(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 1.8</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>280.3</td>
<td>506.4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 19.1(30)</td>
<td>0.22(2)</td>
<td>163.3</td>
<td>291.7</td>
<td>0.37(10)</td>
<td>1.11(20)</td>
<td>0.54(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 17.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>160.3</td>
<td>284.1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 8.0(10)</td>
<td>0.38(3)</td>
<td>202.6</td>
<td>366.0</td>
<td>0.43(10)</td>
<td>0.59(9)</td>
<td>0.59(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 7.0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>202.3</td>
<td>362.6</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101Y</td>
<td>expt 50.7(30)</td>
<td>0.11(1)</td>
<td>135.8</td>
<td>255.2</td>
<td>0.14(2)</td>
<td>0.43(5)</td>
<td>0.40(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>270.8</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 8.6(7)</td>
<td>0.19(2)</td>
<td>276.8</td>
<td>412.8</td>
<td>0.13(2)</td>
<td>0.18(2)</td>
<td>0.25(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 8.4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>245.4</td>
<td>396.7</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101Nb</td>
<td>expt 23.2(16)</td>
<td>0.06(4)</td>
<td>158.9</td>
<td>285.3</td>
<td>0.11(7)</td>
<td>0.32(2)</td>
<td>0.57(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 27.3</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>163.1</td>
<td>289.6</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 7.4(6)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>218.3</td>
<td>377.4</td>
<td>0.12(5)</td>
<td>0.16(7)</td>
<td>0.68(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 8.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>213.0</td>
<td>376.5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 5.4(9)</td>
<td>0.52(8)</td>
<td>217.1</td>
<td>435.2</td>
<td>0.33(10)</td>
<td>0.28(7)</td>
<td>0.67(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 4.3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>233.0</td>
<td>446.6</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 34.7(66)</td>
<td>0.17(1)</td>
<td>162.3</td>
<td>290.2</td>
<td>0.17(10)</td>
<td>0.51(13)</td>
<td>0.32(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 27.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>162.9</td>
<td>287.8</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2⁺</td>
<td>expt 8.5(22)</td>
<td>0.38(3)</td>
<td>220.8</td>
<td>383.1</td>
<td>0.32(11)</td>
<td>0.45(15)</td>
<td>0.44(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 8.8</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>212.5</td>
<td>375.4</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105Nb</td>
<td>expt 5.0(20)</td>
<td>0.79(6)</td>
<td>223.6</td>
<td>444.4</td>
<td>0.42(12)</td>
<td>0.32(23)</td>
<td>0.56(38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>theor 4.0</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>238.8</td>
<td>451.3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the comparison of the experimental results with the particle-rotor calculations the following iterative procedure was chosen: In a first step the deformation parameters ε2 and γ were adjusted to reproduce the energies of the states in the [422]5/2⁺ ground-state band. The triaxiality parameter γ is largely determined by the signature splitting of the band. In some cases the fit could be improved by varying the moment of inertia parameters by slightly modifying the value obtained from the energy of the first 2⁺ state from the experimental value in the Sr and Zr core nuclei. If necessary also the Coriolis attenuation factor ξ was adjusted, but the use of this parameter was avoided if possible. In the next step the electromagnetic transition probabilities were calculated. In some cases a modest scaling of the g factor was introduced to better reproduce the experimental E2/M1 branching ratios. This procedure was iterated until a satisfactory fit of the energies and branching ratios in the ground-state band was achieved. Finally the lifetimes of the states were calculated from the transition probabilities. The five parameters of the model are shown Table IV. The four parameters relevant for the energies of the states are very similar to those chosen in the previous work of Luo et al. [31]. The calculated energies of the states are compared to the experimental values in Fig. 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 15 for all Y and Nb isotopes under study. The calculated lifetimes and branching ratios are compared to the experimental values in Table III, which also includes a comparison for the reduced transition probabilities. The experimental and calculated B(E2; I → I − 2), B(E2; I → I − 1), and B(M1; I → I − 1) values are plotted in Fig. 16.

In general the triaxial particle-rotor model gives a very satisfactory description of the energies and transition probabilities for the ground-state bands of the Y and Nb isotopes with N ≥ 60. The measured lifetimes and their comparison to particle-rotor calculations support the earlier conclusion of Luo et al. [31] that the ground-state bands in both 99Y and 101Y are well reproduced by the coupling of a [422]5/2⁺ proton to an axially symmetric core. The results suggest that the deformation is increasing slightly from ε2 = 0.41 for 99Y to ε2 = 0.43 for 101Y. This observation is consistent with the small decrease of the energy of the 2⁺ state from 144 keV in 98Sr to 129 keV in 100Sr and an increase of the B(E2; 2⁺ → 0⁺) value from 0.259(8) e²b² [10] to 0.284(16) e²b² [64]. The good agreement of the calculations with the experimental values for 99Y and 101Y is achieved without
scaling the Coriolis interaction or the intrinsic $g_\tau$ factor. Earlier particle-rotor calculations were also able to reproduce branching ratios in the ground-state band of $^{99}$Y without renormalizing the $g_\tau$ factor [65].

The Nb isotopes exhibit a stronger signature splitting than the Y isotopes and cannot be described without triaxial deformation of the core. The fit of the energies was improved by introducing a Coriolis attenuation of $\xi \approx 0.8$. The deformation parameter $\epsilon_2$ is found to be similar for all Nb isotopes under study and somewhat smaller compared to the Y isotopes. The results are consistent with the observed trend of decreasing deformation and increasing triaxility with increasing proton number from Y ($Z = 39$) to Rh ($Z = 45$) [18]. The results furthermore suggest that the $\gamma$ deformation of the Nb isotopes decreases with increasing neutron number.

The onset of triaxial deformation at $Z \approx 42$ is well established. Rotational bands with $K = 2$ based on low-lying $2^+_2$ states are known in $^{104}$Mo, $^{106}$Mo, and $^{108}$Mo [66]. Applying the rigid triaxial rotor model, one obtains triaxiality parameters of $\gamma = 15^\circ - 20^\circ$ from the energies and branching ratios of these bands, which is similar to the values obtained from the particle-rotor model for the odd-mass Nb isotopes. There is, furthermore, evidence of two-phonon $\gamma$-vibrational bands in $^{104}$Mo [67], $^{106}$Mo [68], and $^{108}$Mo [69]. Similar bands were reported in $^{103}$Nb [37] and $^{105}$Nb [38] and interpreted as first examples for two-phonon $\gamma$-vibrational bands in odd-mass nuclei. Because of the similarity to the Mo isotopes and the fact that the Zr nuclei are well described as axially symmetric rotors, it may be more appropriate to think of the odd-mass Nb nuclei as proton holes coupled to a triaxially deformed Mo core instead of a proton particle coupled to a Zr core.

Although there is good agreement between the transition probabilities calculated with the triaxial particle-rotor model using the parameters given in Table IV and the experimental lifetimes and branching ratios, there is some indication that the deformation used in the particle-rotor calculations may be somewhat too large. The calculated spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the ground states are systematically larger than the experimental values obtained by laser spectroscopy [32,39]. The calculated spectroscopic quadrupole moments for $^{99}$Y and $^{101}$Y are $Q_s = +1.83$ $\text{eb}$ and $Q_s = +1.98$ $\text{eb}$, whereas the experimental values are $Q_s = +1.55(17)$ $\text{eb}$ and $Q_s = +1.53(17)$ $\text{eb}$ [32], respectively. For $^{101}$Nb and $^{103}$Nb the calculations yield $Q_s = +1.40$ $\text{eb}$ and $Q_s = +1.61$ $\text{eb}$, compared to the experimental values $Q_s = +1.05(7)$ $\text{eb}$ and $Q_s = +1.08(9)$ $\text{eb}$ [39], respectively. The quadrupole deformations used in the particle-rotor calculations for $^{99}$Y and $^{101}$Y are also larger by a similar amount compared to the intrinsic deformation of the neighboring even-even nuclei that can be extracted from the transition probabilities in their ground-state

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& $\epsilon_2$ & $\gamma$ & $E(2^+)$ & $\xi$ & $Q_s$ & $\text{b}$ \\
\hline
$^{99}$Y & 0.41 & 0$^\circ$ & 0.144 & 1.0 & 1.0 & \\
$^{101}$Y & 0.43 & 0$^\circ$ & 0.15 & 1.0 & 1.0 & \\
$^{101}$Nb & 0.35 & 19$^\circ$ & 0.20 & 0.85 & 0.95 & \\
$^{103}$Nb & 0.37 & 15$^\circ$ & 0.16 & 0.8 & 0.95 & \\
$^{105}$Nb & 0.36 & 13$^\circ$ & 0.16 & 0.8 & 0.95 & \\
$^{107}$Nb & 0.37 & 9$^\circ$ & 0.152 & 0.82 & 0.95 & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Parameters used for the triaxial particle-rotor calculations: deformation parameters $\epsilon_2$, and $\gamma$, and scaling parameters for the moment of inertia, Coriolis attenuation, and intrinsic $g_\tau$ factor.}
\end{table}

FIG. 16. Reduced transition probabilities for the $\Delta I = 1$ and $\Delta I = 2$ transitions in the ground-state bands of $^{99}$Y, $^{101}$Y, $^{101}$Nb, $^{103}$Nb, and $^{105}$Nb. The experimental values are compared to results from triaxial particle-rotor calculations (solid lines).
bands using the rotational model [11]. Calculations by Möller et al. based on the finite-range liquid drop model with shell corrections using a folded Yukawa potential find ground-state deformations of \( \varepsilon_2 = 0.33 \) for \(^{99}\text{Y}\) and \( \varepsilon_2 = 0.34 \) for \(^{101}\text{Y}\) [70], again somewhat smaller than the results found in this work. For the Nb isotopes under study, Möller et al. find ground-state deformations ranging from \( \varepsilon_2 = 0.34 \) to 0.36, more consistent with the present results.

The magnetic moments for the ground states of both the Y and Nb isotopes from the particle-rotor calculation are also approximately 15\% larger than the values measured by laser spectroscopy [32,39]. It was not possible to find parameters of the particle-rotor model that describe all experimental values simultaneously. If the \( g_s \) factor is reduced to fit the experimental magnetic moment of the ground state, the calculated lifetimes are significantly longer than the experimental values. If, on the other hand, the deformation parameters are reduced to fit the experimental spectroscopic quadrupole moment of the ground state, the excitation energies within the band are not very well reproduced. These discrepancies seem to indicate the limitations of a rigid particle-rotor model, that does not include any degrees of freedom of the core. Another limitation may be related to shape coexistence, which is known to be important in this mass region, but cannot be treated in the model. Nevertheless, the overall agreement between the model and the experimental results is remarkable, and the Y and Nb isotopes with \( N \geq 60 \) may serve as textbook examples of particle-rotor coupling.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Lifetimes in the picosecond range were measured for the ground-state rotational bands in \(^{99}\text{Y}, \; ^{101}\text{Y}, \; ^{103}\text{Nb}, \; \) and \(^{105}\text{Nb}\) in an experiment at GANIL. The recoil-distance Doppler shift technique was for the first time combined with fusion-fission and transfer-fission reactions in inverse kinematics, populating a very wide range of neutron-rich nuclides in the same experiment. The fission fragments were identified event by event in mass number \( A \) and atomic number \( Z \) using the VAMOS++ spectrometer after passing through a degrader foil that was placed at variable distances from the target. \( \gamma \) rays emitted at the target position were measured with the EXOGAM array of segmented Ge Clover detectors and correlated with the uniquely identified fission fragments.

Combining the lifetimes of the excited states with the \( \gamma \)-ray branching ratios, it was possible to determine absolute \( B(M1) \) and \( B(E2) \) values for transitions in the strongly coupled bands built on the ground state of the odd-mass Y and Nb isotopes. Using the rotational model, it was furthermore possible to extract the intrinsic quadrupole moments \( Q_0 \) and gyromagnetic factors \( g_K - g_R \) for individual states within the bands. It was found that both the quadrupole moments and the \( g \) factors are constant within the bands, indicating that the rotational model is a valid approximation. The extracted \( g \) factors support the previously assigned \([422]5/2^+\) Nilsson configuration for the ground-state bands in all odd-mass Y and Nb isotopes under study. It was furthermore possible to correlate \( \gamma \)-ray transitions with \(^{107}\text{Nb}\) and identify excited states in this nucleus for the first time.

Triaxial particle-rotor calculations were carried out in order to interpret the experimental results on the basis of the underlying nuclear shape. In the calculations the quadrupole deformation parameters \( \varepsilon_2 \) and \( \gamma \) were fitted to reproduce the energies of the states in the ground-state bands and their \( \gamma \)-ray branching ratios and lifetimes. The results of the calculations again confirmed the \([422]5/2^+\) configuration for the ground-state bands of all nuclei under study. It was found that the bands in the Y isotopes are best reproduced by a prolate core with axial symmetry (\( \gamma = 0^\circ \)) and a relatively large deformation of \( \varepsilon_2 \approx 0.4 \). For the Nb isotopes a moderate \( \gamma \) deformation was required to reproduce the experimental data, and the quadrupole deformation \( \varepsilon_2 \) was found to be slightly smaller compared to the Y isotopes. The results are consistent with the large deformations found in the neighboring even-even isotopes with \( N \geq 60 \) and the appearance of triaxiality in the Mo isotopes. The fitting of deformation parameters in the particle-rotor calculations suggests that the \( \gamma \) deformation for the Nb isotopes is decreasing with increasing neutron number.

The results demonstrate the power of combining RDDS lifetime measurements with fission reactions in inverse kinematics and the identification of fission fragments in a magnetic spectrometer, which allows measuring picosecond lifetimes in a wide range of neutron-rich nuclei in one single experiment. The experiment yielded many more new lifetime results in both even-even and odd-even nuclei, which will be published separately. The experiment was limited by the relatively low \( \gamma \)-ray efficiency at Doppler-sensitive backward angles. The \( \gamma \) efficiency can be significantly improved by coupling the AGATA [71] \( \gamma \)-ray tracking detector array with VAMOS++. With higher efficiency at backward angles it will be possible to analyze \( \gamma \)-\( \gamma \) coincidences, eliminating the influence of unknown feeding, and extend the measurements to even more neutron-rich isotopes.
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